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TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARD FOR
SECURE OPTICAL DATA TRANSMISSION
AND INSTALLATION METHOD

US. Pat. No. 6,072,615 purports to describe a method for

generating a retum-to-Zero optical pulses using a phase

modulator and optical ?lter. The RZ-pulse optical signal
transmitted over the ?ber is easily readable by a detector. No
card is disclosed. The retum-to-Zero signals also are read by
a photodiode.
US. Pat. No. 5,606,446 purports to describe an optical

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates generally to telecommuni

telecommunications system employing multiple phase-com
pensated optical signals. Multiple interferometric systems

cations and more particularly to transmitters and receivers

for ?ber optic networks.
2. Background Information

are combined for the purpose of multiplexing various pay
loads on the same optical transmission path. The patent
attempts to describe a method for providing ?ber usage

In current ?ber optic networks, an electronic data stream
is fed to an optical ?ber multiplexor, which is also called “a
box” in the industry. Each multiplexor runs on a speci?c
transmission standard, for example, SONET. A laser and an
amplitude modulation circuit for the laser typically are
located on a card, which ?ts into the box. The laser ampli
tude modulator typically pulses or alters the laser output to

diversity using optical coherence length properties and a

create an amplitude-modulated optical signal representative
of the electronic data stream. The laser amplitude modulator
and laser thus de?ne a transmitter for transmitting the optical
signal over an optical ?ber. A receiver for the amplitude

20

tributary cards for producing electrical signals are card
based, as disclosed at column 14, lines 52 et seq. The system

of the ’446 patent is thus dif?cult to implement with existing

modulated optical signals of the optical data typically
includes a photodiode to convert the optical signals back
into the electronic data stream. Both the transmitter and the
receiver typically are located on the backplane of a single
card, which is replaceable should a component fail.
The card typically also contains a connector for receiving
at least one optical ?ber, for example a duplex SC connector.
The connectors normally are located on a faceplate of the

commercial boxes.
25

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

30

card, the faceplate being perpendicular to the backplane.
The reading of the amplitude-modulated optical data
35

light from the source so as to create phase-modulated optical
signals in the light as a function of an input electronic data

stream, the receiver having an interferometer for reading
40

photodiode for the receiver.
Existing amplitude modulated systems have the disadvan
tage that the ?ber can be easily tapped and are not secure.
US. Pat. No. 5,455,698 purports to disclose a secure ?ber
optic communications system based on the principles of a

received optical signals.
The present invention thus permits a card-based phase
modulated transmission system, which can provide for more

secure data transmission than existing amplitude-based

cards. Because of the simpli?ed light source/phase-modu
45

Sagnac interferometer. A data transmitter is a phase modu

lator for modulating counter-propagating light beams sent
by a receiver round a loop. The receiver includes a light

source, a beamsplitter for splitting light from the light source

into counter-propagating light beams and for receiving the
phase-modulated light beams, and an output detector. US.

data over at least one optical ?ber, the card having a
transmitter and a receiver, the transmitter having at least one

light source and a phase modulator for phase modulating

The electronics for the amplitude modulation of the laser
and for the receiving of the optical data on the card thus is
relatively simple. All that is required is a pulsing circuit for
pulsing the laser as a direct function of the input data and a

An object of the present invention is to provide a card for
providing secure optical data transmission over optical ?ber.
Another alternate or additional object of the present inven

tion is to provide for replacement of existing amplitude
modulated-based cards with phase-modulated-based cards.
The present invention provides a card for transmitting

signals using the photodiode on the card is straightforward:
the optical signals either produce an electric output at the
photodiode or they do not. As a result, an output electronic
data stream of Zeros and ones is generated.

complex transmit/receive system. Each transmitter has a
splitter, a plurality of ?bers and a plurality of phase modu
lators to create the multiplexed signal, which is then demul
tiplexed at the receiver. This system is complex and expen
sive. Moreover, the interferometers disclosed are not part of
a card-based system, as the patent only mentions that the

50

lator structure of the transmitter and the interferometer
structure of the receiver of the present card, the parts can ?t
all on one card compatible with most existing box dimen
sions.
Preferably, the transmitter and the receiver of the card are
similar to that described in co-owned US. Pat. No. 6,594,

055 entitled “Secure Fiber Optics Telecommunications Sys

Pat. No. 5,223,967 describes a similar Sagnac-interferom
eter-based system operating over a single optical ?ber.

tem and Method” and ?led on Jan. 17, 2001, the entire

The Sagnac-interferometer-based systems described in
these patents have the disadvantage that they require the

herein, or similar to that described in co-owned US. Pat. No.

disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference
55

light to travel over a loop, whether back and forth in a single
?ber or over a long length looped ?ber. As a result, either the

entire disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by refer

link budget for the single ?ber must be doubled, reducing the
data carrying capacity for a single ?ber, or else a looped ?ber
with signi?cant and expensive extra length of at least twice

6,665,500 entitled “Dual-Mode Fiber Optics Telecommuni
cations System and Method” and ?led on Jan. 29, 2001, the
ence herein.

60

The light source preferably is a laser, for example a
semiconductor laser operating at a 1550 nm, or other,

that of a single ?ber must be laid between the transmitter and

the receiver. Moreover, the receiver contains the light

wavelength.

source, as opposed to the current installed base where the
transmitter has the light source.

Preferably, an energy level detector is also provided on
the card for measuring light energy in a ?ber. Because the
transmitter is typically transmitting in secure mode using a
continuous wave laser, the energy level read by the detector
should be constant. When a drop in the energy level is

The Sagnac-interferometer-based systems thus are expen
sive to build and operate, and do not work particularly well
with existing multiplexors or card formats.

65
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4

detected, Which may indicate a tap, the card may provide an
alarm signal, for example a light on the outside of the box

and buses are Well knoWn in the art. Card 1 of the present
invention includes electrical connections 8 to ?t into bus 6.
Card 1 also includes a faceplate 9 and a backplane 7,

or a sound-emitting alarm.

Preferably, the interferometer includes a delay loop ?ber,
Which may be retained on the card by a fastening device so
as not to be loose. For example, the ?ber may be looped
around spindles or the card itself in any variety of manners
to fasten the ?ber and obtain a desired delay.

5

side of box 2.
Faceplate 9 may have a ?ber connector 109, such as a

duplex SC connector, for connecting to an output ?ber 110
and an input ?ber 111. Alternately, a single ?ber for inputting

Preferably, the card includes a delayed feedback exclu
sive-or gate, With the delay matched to the ?ber loop delay.

and outputting signals could be provided.
FIG. 2 shoWs the card 1 of the present invention in more
detail. A transmitter 10 transmits signals over optical ?ber
110 (FIG. 1). Transmitter 10 includes a single laser 12, for

The exclusive-or gate can be part of the transmitter or the
receiver of the card.
The interferometer located on the card includes a splitter
and a coupler.
The card includes an optical ?ber interface for at least one
?ber, and preferably for tWo ?bers. The interface may be a

example a semiconductor laser emitting a narroW band of

light at approximately 1550 nm, or at other Wavelengths.
Light emitted from laser 12 passes through a phase modu
lator 16, for example a Mach-Zender phase modulator,

duplex SC connector, for example.
The card preferably is a replacement part for an existing

directly next to or part of the same package as laser 12. The

optical multiplexor.
The present invention also provides a method for con

Which preferably is a printed circuit board. Faceplate 9 may
be perpendicular to backplane 7 and be ?ush With a front

light may be depolarized by a depolariZer 14. An electronic
20

controller 18, preferably manufactured directed on the

printed circuit board of backplane 7, controls phase modu

verting an existing amplitude-based optical device to a

phase-modulated based optical device comprising the steps

lator 16 and may provide poWer to laser 12, Which operates

of:

at a constant amplitude during a secure mode. The controller

removing a card having an amplitude-modulated light
source from an existing optical telecommunications device;
and
inserting a neW card having a phase-modulated light

25

Optics Telecommunications System and Method” and ?led

source and an interferometer into the existing telecommu

nications device.
The present invention also provides a method for manu

18 preferably includes a delayed-feedback exclusive-or gate
and is simmer to the controller disclosed in incorporated
by-reference US. Pat. No. 6,594,055 entitled “Secure Fiber
on Jan. 17, 2001.

30

Input data through connections 8 is fed to the controller
18, Which then controls phase modulator 16 to phase modu

facturing a card for transmitting data over at least one data

late the constant amplitude light from laser 12 as a function

transmitting optical ?ber, the card having a transmitter and

of the input data.
Receiver 11 includes an interferometer 40 for reading

a receiver, the method comprising the steps of:
placing at least one light source on a printed circuit board,

placing a phase modulator onto the printed circuit board

35

next to the at least one light source, the phase modulator
being connected to the at least one light source, but not by

and Method” and ?led on Jan. 17, 2001.
Optical signals are received at connector 109 from ?ber

the at least one data transmitting optical ?ber; and
placing an interferometer on the printed circuit board.
Preferably, a splitter and an energy level detector are also

phase-modulated signals and may be similar to that dis
closed in incorporated-by-reference US. Pat. No. 6,594,055
entitled “Secure Fiber Optics Telecommunications System

111 (FIG. 1).
40

Receiver 11 includes a coupler/splitter 31, functioning as

placed on the printed circuit board, and a light emitting

a splitter. Splitter 31 splits off a portion of the light, directing

diode (LED) or other light emitting device is connected to a
faceplate connected to the printed circuit board. The LED
indicates a change in energy at the detector.

part of the optical energy to an energy level or tap detector

33 and passes the remaining light to a second coupler/ splitter
32.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Interferometer 40 receives the rest of the light from
splitter 31. The interferometer 40 has a coupler/splitter 34,
functioning as a splitter, and a coupler/splitter 36, function

A preferred embodiment of the present invention is
described beloW by reference to the folloWing draWings, in

ing as a coupler.
Detector 33 monitors the light energy in the ?ber 111 via

45

Which:
FIG. 1 shoWs schematically a card of the present inven
tion located in an existing telecommunications box, such as
a mutliplexor; and
FIG. 2 shoWs details a packet for possible use With the
transmitter of the present invention.

50

the light energy coupled to the detector by splitter 31. If the
amplitude drops during this mode, most likely from a tap,
the detector 33 provides an alert and can, for example, sound
an alarm or alert netWork maintenance personnel, for
example through an LED 133. Another LED 134 can pro

55

vide an indication of proper signal reception.

Optical signals, after passing splitter 31, enter interfer
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 shoWs an existing telecommunications box 2, for
example a multiplexor, re?tted With a card 1 of the present
invention. Box 2 has an electronic data input 3 and output 4,

ometer 40 at an input of splitter 34. Splitter 34 splits the
light, so that the signals may travel over both a ?rst path and
60

a second path. A depolariZer 48 may depolariZe light passing
through thr ?rst path, for example. The second path may

Which connect to a motherboard 5 of the box 2. Motherboard

includes a delay ?ber 46 Which may include a ?ber loop of
a desired length. Delay ?ber 46 then provides an input to

5 includes a bus 6 for connecting existing amplitude-based
cards to the motherboard 5, and connects the input 3 and

non-delayed signal propagating through the ?rst path and

output 4, through for example, data conversion circuitry, to

coupler 36, Which recombines the delayed signal With the

the bus 6. The type of bus 6 is dependent upon the box

depolariZer 48 at an output. The physical delay imposed by
the interferometer 40 in the second light path, With its delay

manufacturer, and different types of boxes, motherboards

loop 46, With respect to light passing through the ?rst light

65
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5
path and depolariZer 48 is selected to match as closely as

5. The card as recited in claim 4 further comprising a

possible any electronic delay time imposed by an electronic
delay circuit. However, a delay, While preferable, is not

sWitch for sWitching betWeen an amplitude-modulated mode
and a phase-modulated mode.
6. The card as recited in claim 1 further including a circuit

necessary.

The phase-modulated signals 22 recombining at coupler

having a delayed feedback exclusive-or gate.

36 thus permit the signals to be read by a photodiode 50. The
signals of the photodiode 50 pass through a receiver circuit

7. The card as recited in claim 1 Wherein the interferom
eter includes a splitter and a coupler.
8. The card as recited in claim 1 Wherein the card includes
a backplane made from a printed circuit board.
9. The card as recited in claim 1 Wherein the card is a

52, Which preferably ?lters the signals so as to provide an
output signal at connections 8 With a loW bit rate error.

The interferometer 40 preferably has the delay loop 46,
Which may be a long section of optical ?ber for example 3
feet long. The loop may be coiled depending upon its
bending capability, and retained in the coil With a fastening
device such as spindle 47, Which may for example be made
of plastic. Loop 46 also may extend around the perimeter of
card 1, so as to gain greater length, but is preferably retained

replacement part for an existing optical multiplexor.
10. The card as recited in claim 1 further comprising a

sWitch for sWitching betWeen an amplitude-modulated mode
and a phase-modulated mode.
11. The card as recited in claim 1 Wherein interferometer
includes a splitter and a coupler, the fastening device con

With a fastening device such as clips or in some similar

tacting the ?ber loop betWeen the splitter and the coupler.

fashion.

The component siZes and types Will depend upon the type
of transmission desired. For example OC-3 cards may vary
in siZe and certain component types from OC-192 cards.
While the cards may be placed in neW boxes, the present

20

?ber, the card comprising:
a transmitter having at least one light source and a phase

invention also permits for the removal of existing amplitude
modulated-based cards to be easily replaced by the phase
modulated-based cards. The ?bers are disconnected, the box

modulator for phase modulating light from the source
25

2 is simply opened and the amplitude-modulated-based card
is removed. The card 1 is inserted into the bus 6 and the
?bers are connected.

With a card having the dual-mode system described in
incorporated-by-reference U.S. Pat. No. 6,665,500 entitled
“Dual-Mode Fiber Optics Telecommunications System and
Method” and ?led on Jan. 29, 2001, the card 1 thus may also

a transmitter having at least one laser and a single phase

modulator for phase modulating all of the light from the
35

stream;

optical signals; and
40

a sWitch for sWitching betWeen an amplitude-modulated
mode and a phase-modulated mode.
15. The card as recited in claim 14 further comprising a

fastening device for securing a delay loop ?ber to the card.
45

optical signals, the interferometer having a delay loop
?ber; and
a fastening device for securing the delay loop ?ber.
2. The card as recited in claim 1 Wherein the at least one

light is a laser.
3. The card as recited in claim 1 further including an
energy level detector.
4. The card as recited in claim 1 Wherein the fastening
device secures the delay loop ?ber to the card.

laser so as to create phase-modulated optical signals in
the light as a function of an input electronic data
a receiver having an interferometer for reading received

modulator for phase modulating light from the source
so as to create phase-modulated optical signals in the
light as a function of an input electronic data stream;
and
a receiver having an interferometer for reading received

device for indicating a ?ber tap.
14. A card for transmitting data over at least one optical

?ber, the card comprising:

?ber, the card comprising:
a transmitter having at least one light source and a phase

so as to create phase-modulated optical signals in the
light as a function of an input electronic data stream;
and
a receiver having an interferometer for reading received

optical signals; and a faceplate having a ?ber tap signal
30

include a sWitch for an operator to set the transmission

mode.
The card 1 of the present invention may thus provide
existing boxes With a secure transmission mode capability.
What is claimed is:
1. A card for transmitting data over at least one optical

12. The card as recited in claim 1 Wherein the fastening
device includes a spindle.
13. A card for transmitting data over at least one optical

50

16. The card as recited in claim 14 Wherein the at least one

light is a laser.
17. The card as recited in claim 14 further including an
energy level detector.
18. The card as recited in claim 14 Wherein the interfer
ometer includes a delay loop ?ber.
19. The card as recited in claim 14 Wherein the card

includes a faceplate having a ?ber tap signal device.
*
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